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Visit www.makitauk.com/redemption.

SPACE-Plug – the brainchild of former fitter turned managing 
director, Cliff Petit, has recently topped sales in excess of 3.5 
million units. 

It seems that the old-school business plan of not spending it until 
you have made it is 
paying off for the 
company.

This year the 
company is set to break 
out of the cottage 
industry-style of 
business with plans for 
major investment from 
company funds.

‘The company’s future 
profits are safe in the 
knowledge that Space-
Plug is hugely popular 
with an ever-growing 
list of delighted users,’ 
says Cliff.

STRENGTH TO 
STRENGTHIN ORDER to celebrate the launch of its new 

XGT 40V Max battery platform, leading power 
tool manufacturer, Makita UK, is offering 
professionals the opportunity to claim a FREE 
40V battery (2.5Ah) with selected XGT product 
purchases via a brand new redemption scheme.

The battery promotion entitles end users to 
claim a free 40V 2.5Ah lithium-ion battery with 
purchases of selected products within Makita’s 
new cordless 40V XGT range. The selected 
products must include the suffix ‘GD101’, ‘GD102’, 
or ‘GD103’ and be purchased before the 30th 
September 2020.

The promotion offers customers a cost-effective 
way to expand their capabilities with XGT, as 
a genuine solution for high demand, industrial 
applications with a simple claim process.

Once a qualifying XGT ‘GD101’, ‘GD102’, or 
‘GD103’ product has been purchased within the 
promotional period from an authorised Makita 
dealer, the end user customer needs to register 

their claim within 28 days of purchase, via a 
dedicated microsite by submitting their details and 
proof of purchase. 

On successful application, customers will receive 
their free gift after 30 days. Claims must be 
submitted between 1st July and within 28 days of 
the offer closing on the 30th September 2020.

‘We are delighted to release a new redemption 
scheme that celebrates the launch of our new XGT 
40V Max battery system. XGT machines offer 
the same high power associated with corded and 
petrol machines, but with the increased flexibility 
of cordless, making XGT the ideal solution for high 
demand applications,’ says marketing manager at 
Makita UK, Kevin Brannigan.

‘We are pleased to offer a cost-effective 
gateway into our new 40V XGT system, so that 
professionals can enjoy more flexibility with 
equipment that is durable, reliable and perfect for 
the job,’ he concludes.

FREE BATTERY

IN the July issue of Industrial Woodworking & Panel Processing we published 
an article on Salvador and Salvamac. This article originally appeared in the 
magazine some two years ago.

As a result of the coronavirus pandemic, we are working in very difficult 
circumstances with very little by way of any new editorial being submitted to the 
magazine.

Over the previous few months we have therefore been forced to repeat a certain 
amount of material from previous issues of the magazine.

Last month we made the mistake of publishing an old article about Salvador and 
Salvamac - two companies which previously had worked in conjunction with each 
other but which we now appreciate are two separate and independent companies 
with no association with one another.

We apologies to both companies for our mistake.

AN ApOLOGY
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MAKITA UK has added the HS004G circular saw and 
JR001G reciprocating saw to its new XGT 40V Max range of 
high-performance cordless tools. Both machines have been 
engineered to make high-demand work quicker, easier and 
safer.  

The 190mm HS004G circular saw features Makita’s brushless 
motor technology for improved efficiency and longer battery life. 
It has twin LED job lights, is compatible with the Makita guide 

rail system without an adapter and is capable of 4 deg bevel cuts.
The HS004G also has a soft start function and a no-load speed 

of 6,000rpm, but the inclusion of Makita’s automatic torque drive 
(ADT) technology means that the cutting speed is automatically 
adjusted according to the load conditions. 

On light duty work it runs at the higher speeds while for 
heavy duty applications it automatically switches to a higher 

torque mode. It also has an indicator lamp to warn of overload 
conditions.

For improved operator safety, the HS004G is compatible 
with Makita’s Bluetooth dust extractors through the auto-start 
wirelesss (AWS). When the tool is switched on, the dust extractor 
runs automatically, making dust management easy and effective.

Also added to the XGT range, is the JR001G brushless 
reciprocating saw. It offers outstanding performance with a 
cutting speed of up to 3000 strokes/min, two electronic speed 
settings and a variable speed trigger. 

When compared to Makita’s LXT Twin 18V (36V) machines, 
the new 40V JR001G cuts metal 10 per cent faster and wood 35 
per cent faster, allowing improved productivity and even greater 
build quality within the tool and the batteries.

The new reciprocating saw is lightweight at just 4.2kg, has an 
ergonomically designed handle for comfortable operation and 
a vertical crank mechanism for smooth cutting. It also features 
a tool-less shoe adjustment and simple blade ejection lever 
allowing quick changes without the risk from residual heat in the 
blade.

‘Every tool in our XGT range has been engineered to deliver 
the highest performance with all the benefits of cordless power. 
With automatic speed control and wireless connection to dust 
extraction units, the new circular saw ensures both effective and 
safe work, even on the most demanding tasks. The newly added 
reciprocating saw makes cutting metal, wood or pipe fast and 
efficient with less strain on the operator,’ says marketing manager 
of Makita UK, Kevin Brannigan 

MAKITA LAUNCHES NEW 40V 
BRUSHLESS CIRCULAR AND 

RECIpROCATING SAWS

For further information tel Makita on 01908 211678.  
Visit www.makita.com. 
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A COMPANY widely recognised as the world’s finest brush 
manufacturer produces its handles on a custom-built CNC 
machine tool, which is one of only two in the world and it is 
programmed by Alphacan software. 

The CMS Triposto router has three beds on each of two 
tables, with eight tool holders on each head. 

It enables GB Kent and Sons to manufacture six wooden 
handles of any shape in one quick cycle and one operation, as 
well as providing the absolute micron accuracy required in the 
wooden handles to ensures that the bristles fit perfectly.

GB Kent’s chief engineer, Darren Neep explains that the cycle 
time for simple shapes can be as short as one minute, whilst an 
average complex shape with considerable five-axis work can 
take up to 15 minutes. 

‘However, as the router cuts six brushes at a time – three on 
each of the two tables – we can produce six simple brushes 
every three minutes,’ explains Darren Neep.

He says that Alphacam is vital to the company’s complete 
CAD and CAM operations, as they have more than 60 different 
products, including hair brushes, bath brushes, clothes brushes 
and shoe brushes, each requiring individual programs.

The brushes, made from several woods, including beech, 
cherry, satinwood, ebony and sapele, vary from around 100mm 
in length to 400mm and need between two to 20 cuts. 

‘Even machining six of our larger and most complex bath 
brushes, which is full of curves, angles and different radiuses 
only takes around 25 minutes,’ says Darren.

He says that if the work were to be carrried out on traditional 
CNC machines, it would require several set-ups for individual 
operations, but with Alphacam powering the Triposto, it 
generally produces finished brushes with all required radiuses, 
holes, countersinking and profiles, by machining half the brush 
on one bed, then transferring it to the second station for the 
remaining work, leaving no secondary machining other than 
finishing. 

As well as optimising productivity, the machine also provides 
the tight tolerances their CNC filling machine needs to insert 
the bristles. 

‘Most brush manufacturers use what’s known as a bar anchor 
to fix their bristles, but because we’re more quality focused, our 
bristles are fixed with a 9mm staple, which requires that the 
thickness and profiles are accurate to within 0.5mm. This has 
to be absolutely right, otherwise the bristles won’t stay in the 
board,’ says Darren. 

Quality and speed of production were the driving force 
behind GB Kent investing in the Triposto purpose-built 
machine and Alphacam. 

Technical manager, Steve Davis, who manages IT and 
production, says that previously some of the handles were 
manufactured in-house with ageing equipment and some were 
produced in China, but both were causing quality issues.

He says that an ageing workforce meant that they were 
starting to lose the skills required to run the old machinery…
and they also wanted to bring all production in-house, so that 
they could put “Made in England” on their brushes. Another 
factor was the need for shorter lead times, so that they can 
react to customers’ demands much faster.

‘Our craftsmanship and unprecedented quality has held our 
reputation for almost 250 years. Combining this latest hi-tech 
manufacturing process with our traditional methods, means 
that every brush leaving our factory is still the world’s finest,’ 
says Mr Davis.

Alphacam manages all aspects of production, from CAD, 
through CAM, to the post processing. 

Darren Neep creates 3D models of each brush in Alphacam 
Designer, then imports them into the CAM function to create 
the tool-paths and post process them to the Triposto. 

‘I can generally complete a program within two hours and 
then there’s another hour on the machine to prove it out and 

make any tweaks… and then we’re ready to 
start cutting,’ says Darren.

Jigs and fittings are also created in 
Alphacam Designer and once they’ve been 
transferred to the CAM functionality, he 
runs a simulation to ensure that there is 
no conflict with tool-paths, that may cause 
collisions.  

‘We initially opted for Alphacam’s 3+2-
axis package, but subsequently upgraded 
to the full Advanced five-axis module. 
This has been vital in helping us go from 
a company with no CNC experience less 
than two years ago, to now producing 
around 800 high quality brushes a day,’ 
concludes Steve Davis.

ALpHACAM ENSURES GB KENT’S 
BRUSH WITH SUCCESS

For further information tel Alphacam 
on 01189 756084.  
Visit www.alphacam.com  
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GIBSON’S Cabinet Makers offers quality hand-made 
kitchens, bathrooms, dining rooms, bedrooms and free-
standing furniture. 

Based on the southern fringe of Whitby, the company serves 
a wide area, including Durham, Cheshire and Lincolnshire, as 
well as Teesside and the whole of Yorkshire. 

With four or more major commissions on the go at any one 
time, Gibson’s Cabinet Makers has seen its workforce double 
in recent years.

Part of this success is due to the Woodwelder and clamp 
system purchased from Lamont.

‘We were becoming busier and busier, as the popularity of 
our furniture increased,’ says partner, Roy Gibson. 

‘In order to cope with the demand, we were having to look at 
alternative ways of gluing up doors and drawers. 

‘Traditionally we were doing it with sash clamps, which is 
quite time consuming and you also have to always be checking 
that the work piece is square. Then there is the gluing up 
process, which could take several hours. 

‘Once you had used all your clamps, you would have to wait 
for one batch to dry before going on to the next. So we could 
only do 20 drawers, or doors in one batch.

‘With the Lamont system, it has a square corner and glue 
resistant plastic sheath to it, so glue does not stick to it. 

‘You put your drawer, or door in and clamp it down: it pushes 
it into the square corner - so everything is absolutely square.

‘You also get the (Woodwelder) glue gun, which heats up the 
RF glue in about 15 seconds, so you can do a corner with one 
zap, which speeds things up tremendously. Indeed, with the 
glue and the gun working together, you can finish a door in a 
minute.

‘The Lamont system has become part of a production line, 
which allows us to have door components coming out of the 
machines, go straight to the Lamont system, after which the 
doors are sanded, before going on to be hinged and fitted. 

‘It is incredible to think back how we were working with sash 
clamps before we acquired the Lamont system. It is massively 

beneficial to us. We had seen one of Alan Lamont’s displays 
at a JMJ woodworking exhibition, which we visited when we 
were looking into ways of increasing production. He was on 
the stand. 

‘We spoke with him and saw demonstrations and said we 
were very interested, went away to think about it, decided 
the amount of time it was going to save us would be very cost 
effective and purchased one.

‘Before the show we were aware there were things of this 
nature, but really needed to see one and have it explained to us 
to understand the benefits, so the exhibition helped us in this 
respect.

‘We primarily use the Lamont system for doors and 
drawers. It can also be used for frames. These are all our main 
components that we use to manufacture hand-made kitchens 
and made-to-order furniture.

‘As well as savings in time and in ensuring that the work is 
square, it allows us to use staff effectively. Instead of having 
two people using the sash clamps, we now can have one guy 
putting units together, while his colleague is gluing up. This 
means that we can meet deadlines more quickly and increase 
turnover.

‘It also saves space. With sash clamps, you end up with a 
great area of your floor covered in clamps and doors, all piled 
up on top of one another. 

‘The Lamont system is vertical, so it does not take up a 
great deal of space and, as the doors come off dry, they can be 
stacked vertically.

‘One of the other nice bits about it is that you get different 
shapes and different sized face plates for the gun, which allows 
you to zap a drawer from inside, for example a 45 deg corner, 
as well as flat plates for a flat surface. You can utilise the 
machine in all sorts of gluing up procedures to solve a great 
many problems.

‘I would absolutely recommend it to other people. I can’t 
believe we coped so long without one, concludes Roy, adding 
that he would recommend the system to anyone.

LAMONT HELpING TO SOLVE A 
GREAT MANY pROBLEMS

For further information tel Alan Lamont on 
01461 40017.  Visit www.clampingmachines.co.uk 

For further information tel Alan Lamont on 01461 40017. Visit www.clampingmachines.co.uk

PETER Cochrane, of Peter Alexander Cabinets, began work as a carpenter nearly 13 years ago. 
‘I had always wanted to specialise in fitted carpentry and today I supply kitchens, wardrobes, 

studies and other fitted furniture items to high-end homes in the South East,’ says Peter.
‘I have always been a sole trader, but having shared my workshop with a chap in a similar 

position, we are currently in the stages of becoming a limited company as joint directors,’ he adds.
Peter has recently invested in a refurbished Woodwelder from Lamont.
‘The need to turn jobs around ever more quickly without compromising on quality forced us to 

break down the processes currently involved in cabinet production, trying to isolate where time 
savings could be made. 

‘Whilst quick-drying glues, such as PUs are available, the mess involved is a massive problem, so 
we were keen to stick with traditional PVA glues. 

‘The process of assembling/clamping and storing the items in clamps was also proving to be 
problematic, so the purchase of a Woodwelder seemed like a no-brainer. At first it sounded too 
good to be true!’ says Peter.

‘Chatting with fellow cabinet makers and the use of on-line forums, only a few names crop up 
when discussing such things and Lamont was the most current and frequently occurring name in 
discussion,’ he adds. 

‘A quick chat with Alan [Lamont] during my initial enquiry prevented me from looking 
any further, as his informative and zero-pressure attitude towards selling his products was so 
encouraging and filled me with confidence,’ says Peter.

‘We mainly use the Woodwelder for gluing face-frames, cabinet doors and drawer fascias, as well 
as small worktops, enabling us to move straight from assembly to the wide-belt sander,’ he adds.

When asked to describe the advantages the Woodwelder had brought, Peter replied:
‘The ability to have a single pair of clamps on the bench, assemble a door, “zap” it and then stack 

it up with other doors until assembly is complete is great. Then, moving straight to the sander to 
flatten everything within minutes just makes the process so slick!’ says Peter enthusiastically.

Asked if he would recommend the Woodwelder and Lamont, Peter said:
‘I would wholeheartedly recommend the Woodwelder to anyone trying to up production times. 

I would also definitely recommend Lamont: it was genuinely a pleasure doing business with Alan!’ 
concludes Peter.

INVESTING IN A FULLY 
REFURBISHED 

WOODWELDER FROM 
LAMONT
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A MARKET leader in timber engineering 
and construction has purchased a fifth 
wood waste heater from Wood Waste 
Technology after experiencing the benefits 
of free waste disposal and heating. 

Walker Timber Engineering has 
been operating for over 150 years. Its 
Staffordshire manufacturing facility is 
based on an industrial estate built on an 
old airfield and produces a wide range of 
products, including I-beam floors, roof 
trusses and timber frame buildings.

The manufacturing operation is split 
across a number of individual units on 
the 10-acre site, none of which have any 
permanent form of heating. As a result, the 
areas were hard to keep warm for the 140 
on-site workers, with only halogen heaters 
to keep the cold at bay during the winter 
months. 

‘Our manufacturing facility works across 
a number of warehouses on our 10-acre 
site. Some of the units have sliding, or roller 
doors each end, so are hard places to keep 
warm during winter,’ says assistant manager, 
Andy Kerr.

‘Over the years, we’ve been investing in 
a wood waste heater from Wood Waste 
Technology for each unit and the latest 
purchase is for our new production area. 
Investing in wood waste heaters makes 
good business sense, as our manufacturing 
process results in lots of wood offcuts, 
which we can now use to generate heat 
in each building, saving money on waste 
disposal and creating free heating in the 
process,’ adds Mr Kerr.

‘The team at Timber Walker Engineering 
has been really impressed with how 
efficiently the heaters dispose of the wood 
waste and are delighted with the service 
received from Wood Waste Technology. 

‘Whilst we’re thrilled with the wood waste 
heater, an investment like this is about more 
than just the product itself. We’ve built up 
a really good relationship with the team at 
Wood Waste Technology. They are just as 
reliable as their heaters, as they’re always 
there to help if we have any queries, or need 
some after-sales service,’ adds Mr Kerr.

 ‘Whatever the primary reason for 
purchase – heat or waste disposal, a wood 
waste heater is a cost effective and provides 
a productive solution for companies that 
generate waste wood and the investment 
can pay back in less than 12 months,’ 
says Kurt Cockroft speaking on behalf of 
Woodwaste Technology

Wood Waste Technology’s years of 
expertise in wood waste solutions have 
helped many companies reduce their waste 
disposal and heating costs. As well as 
offering site survey, design, manufacture, 
installation and on-going maintenance for 
new units, the company also services all 

TIMBER BUSINESS 
INVESTS IN FIFTH 

WOOD WASTE HEATER
types of wood waste heaters and supplies genuine spares up to 60 
per cent cheaper than other suppliers.

In addition, Wood Waste Technology is the UK official 
distributor for Gross Apparatebau GmbH, a German 
manufacturer of dependable, precision engineered shredders and 
briquetters, available in various size and specifications to suit all 
business applications.

For further information tel Wood Waste Technology on  
01785 250400. Visit www.woodwastetechnology.com 
 or www.grossuk.co.uk
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‘CONSIDERING that we have always had the advantage of 
having very fast delivery times, we do not expect a drop in 
turnover for the current year. In fact, we are closing the first 
six months with a strong growth,’ explains co-founder of 
Salvamac, Christian Salvador.

‘In particular, after a very strong start in the first two months 
of 2020, we have experienced a decline in March, but orders 
resumed immediately at a very fast pace from the beginning 
of May. We have to thank the UK and Ireland for the results 
obtained,’ he adds. 

In particular, Salvamac continued its growth in both main 
product ranges comprising technologies from cutting solid 
wood to suction systems. 

‘As for the UK, we have accumulated, both myself and my 
friend and partner, Robert, a great deal of experience directly on 
the field by visiting a large number of our customers’ factories. 

‘We know the specific requests that come from markets 
comprising pallet production, garden furnishing and fencing, 
window frames, or the entire construction industry, without 
neglecting the resale of semi-finished wooden products and 
custom-made solid wood furniture. 

Salvamac was born from this experience of over 20 years, with 
the aim of being the meeting point between modern technology 
and even an inexperienced end user. All this has allowed us 
to confront the COVID-19 crisis and to become a leader on 
the UK market: the crisis has become an opportunity!’ says 
Christian.

It is a success of the Italian-Polish company, which has not 
considered only the traditional and already consolidated 
products that had lead to a dynamic production reality in 
Poland a few years ago. A reality that initially saw a catalogue 
focused on the Classic 40, 50 and 60 semi-automatic cross- 
cutting machines that require limited investments, but are 
a decisive step towards a faster, safer and more effective 
production. 

A hard core to which new aggregates have been successively 
added that significantly increase the performance of these 
undoubtedly “simple” machines, also by means of intelligent 
loading and unloading systems, as well as automations that 
allow even small businesses, or sophisticated craftsmen to move 
towards a completely new perspective. 

Inserted into this perspective is SalvaStop_100 the electronic 
saw-stop that manages the pushing, stopping and positioning of 
the beams and profiles to be cut via the numeric control unit. 

This safety system, regardless of the material, is extremely 
precise and works with high speed thanks to a latest generation 
electronic motor. SalvaStop_100 can be easily integrated into 
the Salvamac cross-cutting saws, thus becoming the SalvaStop 
Combo.

Thanks to a new technological concept, an anodized 
aluminum beam (section: 100 x 100 mm) – re-inforced and 
with a very thick profile edge - has been created. This beam has 
three sides with groves to adapt and install the structure. The 
fourth side is flat to facilitate the sliding of the wood on the 
guide, thus avoiding problems of wear and dust.

Thanks to the considerable dimensions of this solution, the 
pusher carriage reaches a movement speed of up to 60m/min. 
The transmission system has a 32mm wide toothed belt, with 
high precision internal steel cables, ensuring a wide capacity and 

a very high positioning tolerance. The machined steel 
heads are robust and independent, designed to have a 
long life and to be highly reliable and precise. 

SalvaStop_100 is integrated with exclusive software 
that is easy to use, thanks to an immediate, easily 
understandable and complete graphic interface. The 
s-PAD color touch-screen display has been designed 
to be in a perfect position for reading and writing, also 
facilitated by a comfortable digital keyboard. 

In this software, which has a USB connection, the 
internet teleservice is included and installed. This 
system has two main operating modes – “Stop” and 
“Push” – and a total of five different sections:

“Stop” mode for single-length positioning, or the 
possibility of recalling pre-determined measurements; 
“Push” mode with repeatable fix cycles with 100 
possible cutting lists. 

The software part is completed by: “Jog” mode 
and automatic reset, a wide possibility of parameter 
customization, as well as a diagnostic and teleservice 
connection system.

The compact Servo Drive electronic motor 
guarantees simplicity, reliability, durability and 
efficiency. With this innovative technology you 
can manage closed loop positioning, checking the 
position at any time, even in case of heavy efforts and 
accidental external pressure.

The motor, mounted in pulling position, has a power 
of 11 Nm and the electrical and electronic inputs and 
outputs are integrated on the engine itself. Finally, 
the emergency and start buttons are ergonomically 
positioned to facilitate the operator’s work.

‘I have always considered change as a fundamental 
evolutionary moment,’ says co-founder of Savamac. 
Robert Dolkowsk, adding that ‘even when a moment 
seems negative, it actually represents a great 
opportunity for growth’.

‘We know that the times we live in are not easy, but 
we are convinced that the spirit of sacrifice combined 
with ethics and human relationships may be the only solution. 
With this corporate and personal philosophy, innovation finds 
continuous space for new ideas, products and production 
systems.

Innovate, innovate, innovate!
The flagship of Salvamac optimizing saws – the optimizing 

cross-cutting saw Salvapush 2000 – is fully part of this 
philosophy, presenting itself with a brand new version of 
software that allows anyone to manage the machine with ease.

The graphics are instantaneous, the large touch screen allows 
easy and fast data entry and all this is completed by digital 
communication between all electronic components. Precisely 
the evolution in a totally digital environment has made it 
possible to achieve high external communication skills, thus 
easily integrating with company management. 

Not only this, but also the recent developments in barcode 
data import and the related “just-in-time” management systems 
(from the development of the customer’s order to the finished 
product) make it a unique solution for the market for single-

batch production processes. 
The operator is thus able to manage even the single piece by 

simply loading the work pieces after reading the relative barcode 
and leaving all the management to the supervisor. 

Very flexible and advanced technological solutions allow, in 
fact, to communicate both upstream and downstream with the 
company software, thus realizing the fundamental principles of 
industry 4.0.

The applications of the machine in the construction 
components and special pallets sector fully confirm the recent 
developments

The new exclusive mechanical solutions are also present 
for both the cutting and pusher systems - solutions that are 
demonstrating all their potential and flexibility at the customers 
where these machines are used. 

SALVAMAC: A LEADER IN THE 
UK BY THINKING pOSITIVELY!
Salvamac grows strongly in the first six months of 2020

For further information tel Salvamac on  
00 39 350 519 0969. Visit www.salvamac.com
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BIESSE LAUNCHES ENTRY-
LEVEL EDGE-BANDING RANGE

For further information tel Biesse on
 01327 300366. Visit www.biesse.com

IN AN age when having the upmost quality of 
products is no longer considered supplementary, 
but essential, production technology must offer 
consistent quality without compromises, whatever 
the level of the range. 

This is the underlying value behind the Akron 1100 
range of compact single-sided edge-banders from 
Biesse, which are ideal for small-scale producers who 
want to modernise production. 

Within its price range, the Akron 1100 is claimed to 
be the only technology on the market offering high-
level components, such as the Rotax motors made by 
HSD.

There are three machine configurations offering 
choices on trimming, corner rounding and pre-
milling. Control is via a 7in touchscreen. It is claimed 
to b the only one on the market at its price point and 
offers an icon driven, highly intuitive interface. It also 
provides feed-back in the form of valuable machine 
information, reports and statistics relating to the daily 

work being carried out, highlighting productivity 
levels and any setting issues. 

‘This entry-level range stands out in the market 
for its high specification, quality and performance. 
The Akron 1100 has the capability of applying edge 
material from 0.4mm to 5mm solid wood lippings, 
with a 10m/min track speed. In addition, changeovers 
from thick to thin edges,  together with machine set-
up is very quick and simple,’ says Biesse brand sales 
manager, Malcolm Storey.

‘The Akron 1100 range is the ideal machine for 
a first-time user, providing a quality edge finish. 
We also offer a “walk in” in demonstration service 
whereby customers can visit us at any time and see 
how easy the machine is to set up and operate,’ adds 
Mr Storey.
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